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World War i provided various separatist movements with an opportunity 
to seek national independence by collaboration with any of the belligerent  
powers. polish and finnish independence activists were ready to cooperate 
militarily with the central powers against the russian empire, and raised vol-
unteer forces for this cause. the finnish recruitment resulted in the creation 
of the 27th royal prussian jäger battalion, whereas józef piłsudski’s polish ac-
tivists raised volunteer Legions for the austro-Hungarian army. both included 
underground resistance activity and were characterized by political radi calism. 
after the great War, the jägers and the Legionaries formed the core of the na-
tional armed forces in the newly-independent countries.
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the military conflicts of the 19th century witnessed the emergence 
of modern war volunteerism. although the regular armies of european 
countries became increasingly based on conscription, volunteer move-
ments and formations became a feature in almost every european mi-
litary conflict. in an age when suppressed nations sought to assert their 
independence, patriotic volunteer movements were essential in wars 
of national liberation. paradoxically, in an era of nationalism, volun-
teer movements could become increasingly international, as idealistic 
youths rallied to fight on behalf of foreign nations, often strengthening 
the sense of romantic bond between national independence struggles.1
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World War i was a milestone also in the history of war volun-
teerism. the outbreak of the conflict was characterized by a surge of 
patriotic sentiment, resulting in the voluntary enlistment by enthusi-
astic young men ready to defend their nation.2 With the european 
great powers mustering their resources to the great War, those na-
tions that did not enjoy political independence were often faced with 
the choices of loyalism and separatism. in spite of the polarization of 
national sentiments, even the european dynastic empires could still 
sometimes rely on the pragmatic loyalty or cooperation of their sub-
ject nations. after the successful german advance on the baltic front, 
the tsarist russian government chose to endorse the establishment of 
volunteer Latvian riflemen battalions. the traditional Latvian hostility 
towards german oppression turned out to be a more potent force than 
any hard feelings towards the tsarist regime, and fighting on their 
home ground, the riflemen proved effective in the defence against the 
german invasion.

outright separatist movements saw the war as an opportunity to 
fulfill their dreams of national independence, and continued their 
resistance against their imperial masters with the collaboration of other 
great powers. irish nationalists, some of whom had volunteered to fight 
against british empire already during the south african War, now 
turned to imperial germany for help in their armed struggle. czech 
activists who wanted the independence of bohemia and moravia from 
the Habsburg monarchy collaborated with the russian empire, raising 
volunteer legions to serve in the tsarist army. armenian volunteers 
joined the russian army and french foreign Legion to fight against 
the ottoman empire, and all around the world, young jewish men 
volun teered for the british-organized zionist legion to fight for the 
libe ration of palestine from the sublime porte.3

the nationalist sentiments were particularly polarized in the east 
european borderlands which formed the frontline between the rus-
sian empire and the central powers. both sides were able to mus-
ter national volunteer formations in their support. two countries in 
particular played a key role in the strategic planning of the opposing 
great powers; poland, which was the main field of battle between the 
russian, german and austro-Hungarian forces, and finland, which 
guard ed the maritime entrances of st. petersburg and the russian sup-
ply lines in the arctic. the experience of imperial russian rule had 
flared up political resistance in both countries, and the outbreak of 
World War i saw the emergence of underground separatist movements 
which were ready to collaborate with the central powers.
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finLanD anD poLanD unDer tHe russian ruLe; tHe 
origins of tHe LegionarY anD jÄger moVements

both finland and poland had enjoyed a degree of self-government 
under the imperial russian rule during the 19th century, but the paths 
of these two borderlands had diverged quickly. Whereas finland had 
remained a peaceful corner of the russian empire, poland had seen 
two bloody uprisings against the tsarist regime. as a result, the grand 
Duchy of finland retained her autonomous status, and loyalism to-
wards the empire became the status quo. meanwhile, the former au-
tonomy of the congress kingdom of poland was eradicated by impe-
rial decree, and the failure of the insurrections fuelled the conciliatory 
trends in the polish politics and culture. by the fin de siècle, however, 
a wave of russification in the Vistula provinces triggered new political 
resistance and conspiratorial activity against the russian rule. simul-
taneously, an unprecedented passive resistance movement emerged in 
finland as a response to the 1899 february manifesto, which sought 
greater administrative integration of the grand Duchy to the empire.

the resistance against the russian rule gained new momentum in 
poland and finland with the revolutionary upheavals of 1905–1907. 
activists in both nations were looking for new cooperation in the 
struggle against tsarism. konni zilliacus, the organizer of the under-
ground finnish activist resistance party (Suomen aktiivinen vastus-
tuspuolue), had met roman Dmowski, the leader of the polish na-
tional Democratic party, already during the russo-japanese War in 
1904. Dmowski’s faction, however, favoured accommodation with im-
perial russia and rejected acts of open resistance. a new programme 
of polish active resistance was instead formulated by józef piłsudski, 
an activist member of the polish socialist party (Polska Partia Socja-
listyczna, pps), who also had contacts in finland. piłsudski showed 
up as a representative at the joint conference of anti-tsarist national 
opposition parties in kirkkonummi in 1905.4

During the revolution of 1905–1906, the somewhat disorganized 
performance of the polish socialist fighting squads, the bojówki, con-
vinced piłsudski of the necessity to set up a clandestine paramilitary or-
ganization to train proper cadres for the eventual war of liberation. for 
this, he needed a safe base of operations. the historical territories of 
poland had been divided by russia, prussia and austria in the late 18th 
century, and of these three partitioning powers, austria-Hungary was the 
most tolerant towards polish political activity on its soil. the austrian- 
controlled kingdom of galicia, which included the city of cracow, en-
joyed a limited self-government within the empire, and the Habsburg 
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monarchy employed polish officials in high posts. michał bobrzyński, 
a notable polish conservative historian who served as the Vice-roy 
of galicia, was favourably disposed towards piłsudski’s initiative.5

since the Habsburg monarchy and the polish independence activ-
ists also had a common enemy in russia, the new polish resistance 
organization, union of active struggle (Związek Walki Czynnej) was 
thus founded in Lwów (Lviv), in the kingdom of galicia. two years 
later, the union spawned two paramilitary formations, the rifle-
men’s union (Związek Strzelecki) and society of polish riflemen (Pol-
skie Drużyny Strzeleckie), founded in Lwów and cracow, respectively. 
masked as sports and hunting clubs, these associations enjoyed official 
endorsement and support of austrian authorities, including access to 
military shooting ranges.6 by the time when World War i broke out in 
1914, piłsudski’s paramilitary organizations had trained seven thou-
sand recruits, eventually enrolled to the new polish Legions (Legiony 
Polskie) in the imperial and royal army. Whereas the Legions served 
as part of the austro-Hungarian army, another formation founded by 
piłsudski, the polish military organization (Polska Organizacja Woj-
skowa, poW), was in charge of underground and terrorist activity in 
the russian-controlled poland.7

the finnish active resistance was not channelled to paramilitary 
activity quite as easily, although the local activists utilized somewhat 
similar models as their polish colleagues. the power League (Voima-
liitto), founded in 1906, was also ostensibly formed as a sports asso-
ciation, with emphasis on skiing and shooting. the activists, however, 
lacked a safe base of operations, and the League was soon compromised 
by gun-running on the ostrobothnian coast. the League was dis-
banded by the imperial finnish senate already on the same year. the 
finnish activists also lacked a leader of piłsudski’s caliber and resolve. 
perhaps most importantly, the parliamentary reform of 1907 and the 
continuation of finnish political life allowed a legitimate institutional 
framework for defiance against russification policies, which effectively 
marginalized active resistance during the years before World War i.8

initially the finnish activists also had no foreign support. initiatives 
towards sweden were favoured particularly by the swedish-speaking 
university students. During the first constitutional resistance against 
the russian empire in 1899, finnish activists had generally counted 
on british support, given the perceived position of british empire as a 
humane and liberal great power, and also the british resistance against 
the russian expansion towards the mediterranean and the central 
asia. the british reputation in finland, however, had suffered already 
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due to the atrocities of the south african War, and the eventual En-
tente Cordiale between britain and russia made the finnish separatist 
activists turn gradually towards germany. the german cultural influ-
ence among the finnish academic youth also made the second reich 
a natural, if not completely uncontroversial partner. When World War 
i broke out in august 1914, the finnish activist circles were quick to 
establish communication with german military and foreign service.9

the revelation of a new wartime russification programme created 
favourable prospects to resurrect the moribund resistance movement, 
and the idea of organizing a finnish volunteer unit for the german 
army was approved by the activists in november 1914. many of the old 
veterans of the power League, such as ernst almar fabritius and mau-
ritz mexmontan, the fencing instructor of the university of Helsinki, 
were involved in the new activities, which included the organization 
of a clandestine, nation-wide recruitment network. unlike the polish 
riflemen’s clubs, who had a safe haven for recruitment in galicia, the 
finnish recruitment was a completely underground enterprise. close 
to two thousand young men were nonetheless able to make it to swe-
den by boat or by skiing across the frozen bothnian bay, after which 
they continued to germany. the finns were inducted to the german 
army at the camp of Lockstedt in schleswig-Holstein, and eventually 
formed into the 27th royal prussian jäger battalion, Königlich Preus-
sisches Jägerbataillon Nr. 27.10

both the polish Legionaries and the finnish jägers were examples 
of separatist movements which were willing to exploit World War i 
and submit to collaboration, hoping that they could thus advance their 
own political goals of national liberation. the polish Legionary move-
ment can also, to some extent, be regarded as a loyalist formation, 
since it relied on the harmonious relationship between the austro-
Hungarian government and the polish population of galicia, as well as 
on the influence of Viceroy bobrzyński and other Kaisertreu poles in 
the Habsburg service. finnish jägers, in contrast, had no comparable 
spokesmen in berlin. completely depending on german goodwill, 
they were a treasonous movement in the eyes of their former imperial 
master, and forced to operate underground from day one.

in the early stages of the war, separatism did not yet enjoy politi-
cal hegemony, and both polish and finnish volunteer movements had 
their loyalist counterparts. even though finns were exempt from rus-
sian conscription, seven hundred men joined the tsar’s army volun-
tarily, as ncos and rank-and-file-soldiers.11 High-ranking finnish of-
ficers, most famously carl gustaf emil mannerheim, remained faithful 
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to the tsar and continued their career in the russian army. even in 
poland, loyalty towards russia was not unheard of. roman Dmowski, 
who had emerged as piłsudski’s main rival and headed the new pro-
entente polish national committee, still believed in modus vivendi 
with russia. the committee organized the so-called puławy Legion 
of polish volunteers to the russian army. the Legion distinguished 
itself in battles against the invading germans in 1915, after which it 
was disbanded due to high casualties and russian suspicions. poles, 
of course, were not exempt from conscription, and in addition to the 
volunteer formations, almost 1.5 million polish men were drafted to 
the russian, german and austro-Hungarian armed forces.12

poLisH Legionaries anD finnisH jÄgers on tHe 
frontLines of tHe great War

the theatre of war placed inevitable differences to the experience 
and expectations of the polish Legionaries and the finnish jägers. the 
finnish volunteers of the 27th royal prussian jäger battalion were 
fighting an overseas campaign far away from home, hoping that some-
day, somehow, they could return to finland and use their new training 
and experience in a war of national liberation. for the polish recruits of 
piłsudski’s rifle battalions, the war was a matter of national liberation 
right from the start, since the operations were taking place on historic 
polish soil. the expectations were high, but the inevitable anticlimax 
was also more severe. the first incursion of piłsudski’s sharp-shooters 
to kielce in august 1914 was, in fact, met with lukewarm reception 
by the local polish population. many people distrusted piłsudski as 
an unknown personality, and were afraid of foreign occupation and 
potential russian reprisals.13 Within two weeks, the volunteers had to 
accept a humiliating retreat to galicia. the price of this failed expedi-
tion was a more direct submission of piłsudski’s forces to the austro-
Hungarian command structure.

the entrance of the finnish jägers to the eastern front in the 
summer of 1916 was equally without glamour. after long bureau-
cratic vacillation by the germans, the battalion was dispatched to the 
baltic front, taking its positions on the misse (misa) river in the re-
gion of kurland (kurzeme) in present-day Latvia. the trench life in 
the marshes of kurland was characterized by all the dismal aspects of  
the great War, and the jägers soon became familiar with the monot-
ony of mud, hunger, diseases, lice and shellfire. the battalion also had 
to deal with fears of infiltration, when two finnish jägers suddenly 
deserted and defected to the russian side in the midsummer of 1916. 
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this “midsummer crisis” had a demoralizing impact on the battalion, 
and the defectors were widely suspected of long-time collaboration 
with the enemy. these fears seemed to be confirmed by the fact that 
on the following day, the russians shelled the positions of the battal-
ion with a massive artillery barrage.14

in the subsequent mythos of the volunteers, these initial setbacks 
were remembered as times of desperation which were erased by the 
eventual battle honours. the polish Legionaries distinguished them-
selves already in the advance of the central powers towards Warsaw 
in 1915. During the late spring and early summer, the 1st brigade of 
the Legions, commanded by piłsudski himself, engaged the russian 
forces in a pitched battle at konary, near the austro-Hungarian bor-
der. at the battle of rokitna on 13 june, captain zbigniew Dunin-
Wąsowicz’s uhlans of the 2nd brigade gained fame with their daring 
cavalry charge. these successful operations uplifted the spirits of the 
Legionaries, and by the end of the year, most of the russian poland 
had been captured by the german and austrian forces. the Legio-
naries experienced their hardest battle at kostiuchnówka (kostyukh-
nivka), in present-day Western ukraine, on 4–6 july 1916, during the 
initial stages of general aleksei brusilov’s offensive.15

by this time, the finnish jägers were only just beginning their 
front-line service in kurland. Whereas the polish Legionaries were oc-
casionally engaged in swift, mobile operations, the war experience of 
the jägers tended to be dominated by the vicissitudes of trench warfare. 
the finnish volunteers nonetheless received their share of the action. 
the howitzer team of the jäger battalion proved itself in the battle of 
ekkau-kekkau (iecava-ķekava), providing decisive artillery support 
for german forces against general radko Dimitriev’s attack on 18 july. 
a week later, soldiers of the finnish sapper company stormed the rus-
sian trenches in the battle of schmarden (smārde), and the battalion 
won its first iron crosses. finally, the battalion participated in the 
winter battles on the aa (Lielupe) river on the riga front in february 
1917, during which both the russians and germans used poison-gas.16

the support of the central powers to the polish and finnish sepa-
ratist movements was obviously not motivated by altruistic reasons, 
but instead they had their own designs for the volunteers. for the aus-
trians, the polish Legions were an instrument with which to legitimize 
Habsburg power over the former russian-ruled poland as the war 
progressed. the germans, in turn, considered finland a strategically 
important territory which could be used as a foothold for intercepting 
the shipment of the entente supplies to the russian arctic ports. While 
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the war continued, the tactical alliances between the central powers 
and their polish and finnish clients became increasingly characterized 
by distrust. for the finnish jägers, the continuous front-line service 
on the riga front and the uncertainty of return to finland generated 
unrest and a sense of betrayal. by the autumn of 1916, some of the 
rank-and-file jägers were protesting against the further deployment of 
the battalion in offensive operations, fearing that the germans would 
simply use the men as cannon fodder instead of preserving the bat-
talion for the promised landing in finland.17

Questions of authority with regard to their austrian and german 
patrons were problematic both to the polish and finnish volunteers. 
unlike the finnish jägers, the polish Legionaries had one single, charis-
matic leader in piłsudski, and the officer corps of the Legions was also 
polish. as a talented organizer and a leader with his own sense of his-
torical mission, piłsudski proved unwilling to make any compromises 
regarding his own political goals of polish independence, and most of 
the Legionaries generally followed his example. even though the end 
of the russian rule brought notable improvements in polish social and 
cultural life, the occupation of poland by the central powers in 1915 
did not fulfill the popular expectations of national self-determination. 
the nominal restoration of the kingdom of poland under the german 
protection resulted in a new collision, as the Legionaries were ordered 
to swear allegiance to the german empire. piłsudski refused, having 
regarded the cooperation with central powers merely as an alliance of 
convenience, and was able to inspire the majority of the Legionaries 
to join his protest. this “oath crisis” of 1917 resulted in the dissolu-
tion of the Legions. piłsudski himself was imprisoned in the fortress 
of magdeburg while most of the Legionaries were either interned or 
drafted to the new german-organized Polnische Wehrmacht or to the 
other units of austro-Hungarian army.18

as a smaller force and isolated from their homeland, the finnish 
jägers were more easily controlled by their german patrons. the com-
mand of the battalion was completely in german hands, with major 
maximilian bayer as the superior officer. even the formal non-com-
missioned officers of the battalion were german, whereas the ranks 
of those finnish jägers who served as platoon leaders of company 
commanders were analogous to those used for the coloured troops 
in the german colonial forces. the wartime communication between 
the jägers and the leaders of the movement in berlin and stockholm 
was also limited, and to make matters worse, there were divisions also 
within the battalion. as the upper-class recruits with university back-
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ground were singled out for promotion by the germans, the rank-
and-file volunteers suspected them of adopting german attitudes, 
which created mutual distrust and hostility. to some extent, cleavages 
between the somewhat more upper-class swedish-speaking and finn-
ish-speaking men, as well as the old language strife, were also visible 
in these internal class antagonisms of the battalion.19 

the attitudes of those polish and finnish volunteers who exer-
cised a position of leadership were thus somewhat different. Whereas 
piłsudski and most of his subordinates, who were chosen by him, as-
sumed a leading role in the eventual protest against the central po-
wers, the majority of the leading finnish jägers found it best to en-
force the german authority. these differences in attitude can mostly 
be explained by the position of the volunteers. by the late 1916, the 
russians had been driven out of poland, and the Legionaries were vic-
torious soldiers on their home ground. the finnish jägers, by contrast, 
were still fighting far away from home and dependent on german 
goodwill. a few of the finnish platoon leaders, such as Oberzugführer 
Harald Öhquist, joined in the protests of the jäger battalion in the au-
tumn of 1916, but most of the leading jägers regarded acquiescence to 
the german orders necessary and participated in disciplinary actions 
towards the rank and file. by the end of the year, the restive jägers, 
over two hundred men, were removed from the battalion and ordered 
to a forced labour detachment at altona-bahrenfeld. further protests 
nonetheless occurred still in the winter battles of 1917. a particularly 
famous case was rank-and-file jäger matti saarikoski, who was shot 
by Oberzugführer armas ståhlberg for disobedience. the arbitrary 
punish ment had a demoralizing effect on the battalion, but was also 
rationalized by many as an unavoidable decision.20

poLisH anD finnisH armeD unDergrounD actiVitY 
During tHe great War

besides the war volunteerism and front-line service as regular 
soldiers, polish and finnish independence activists were involved in 
oper ations which can be described as underground resistance. both 
the jäger and the Legionary movements included men who partici-
pated in sabotage and small-scale armed reprisals. such actions were 
normal methods of the nationalist independence movements during 
the great War, and characterized particularly the history of the irish 
republican army, which waged its own struggle for independence by 
the means of coordinated assassinations and guerrilla warfare.21

as already noted, for the finnish jägers, underground activity 
was an integral part of the recruitment from the very beginning. the 
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possibility of being exposed by the tsarist russian authorities and 
suspicions of infiltration were a serious concern to those activists who 
continued to operate in finland during the war years. as the move-
ment became compromised, the necessity of conducting reprisals 
and threatening or possibly killing confirmed informers had to be 
con sidered by the activists. this pitted the jägers against their fellow 
countrymen, as the domestic finnish police institution inevitably 
became their enemy. the situation was somewhat comparable to 
ireland, where the royal irish constabulary, with its predominantly 
catholic irish policemen, was the main enemy of the ira.22 the fin-
nish jägers also resorted to assassinations of policemen. in December 
1916, a group of jäger activists murdered constable matti palomäki, 
who had done his duty and enforced the existing laws by arresting 
jäger activists on the grounds of their collaboration with an enemy 
state. occasional settling of scores against former policemen occurred 
still after the russian revolution in 1917, but on the whole, the chang-
ing political situation soon made it unnecessary for the jägers to adopt 
assassinations as an instrument of policy to the same extent as the 
ira. to some extent, the jägers were also concerned that such actions 
might be counterproductive and alienate the finnish public.23

although the jägers did not resort to assassinations as a standard 
practice, they were otherwise heavily involved in sabotage activities 
in finland. the russian supply routes made the far north a strategi-
cally important region, which was otherwise out of the german reach. 
some of the finnish jägers were specifically trained for sabotage op-
erations and dispatched back to their homeland to strike against these 
targets. a commando of finnish jägers was able to destroy the rus-
sian munitions depot in kilpisjärvi in Lapland in june 1916, and three 
months later, the barracks of the border guard were blown up in the 
coastal town of kemi on the bothnian bay. a culmination of these 
activities was the shootout in the locality of simo in northern finland, 
where the jäger activists clashed with finnish policemen and russian 
soldiers in December 1916. russians dealt with the arrested saboteurs 
and recruiting agents by locking them up in the shpalernaya prison in 
petrograd, which became another iconic location in the jäger mythos.24

compared to the finnish jägers, the polish activists had a longer 
history of organized underground activity and outright terrorism. 
back in 1904–1906, the combat squads of the polish socialist party 
had contested the russian control over the Vistula provinces with their 
multiple attacks and assassinations of the gendarmerie and police of-
ficers.25 During World War i, piłsudski delegated the sabotage and in-
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telligence tasks to his newly-established polish military organization 
(poW), which acted as the underground wing of the Legions behind 
the russian lines. many of the poW activists were, in fact, also regular 
servicemen in the Legions, and after the relatively quick conquest of 
the russian-controlled poland, the poW was able to surface as a legal 
paramilitary organization, which reported exclusively to piłsudski.26

With the oath crisis and the dissolution of the polish Legions, the 
poW assumed new prominence. Having anticipated an eventual break 
with the central powers, piłsudski had begun to direct new recruits to 
the poW as a fallback measure already in 1915, building up the organi-
zation into a gradual replacement for the Legions. the organization thus 
had twenty thousand fighters when the Legions were disbanded two 
years later. after the imprisonment of piłsudski in magdeburg, the com-
mand of the poW shifted to colonel edward rydz-Śmigły, and the or-
ganization went again underground, commencing a sabotage campaign 
against the german and austrian occupation forces. the organization 
spread its activities also to the ethnically polish territories of Lithuania 
and ukraine.27 simultaneously, other conspiratorial societies sprang up, 
and the socialist party revived its own resistance network. the military 
wing of the pps, Pogotowie Bojowe, carried out several assassinations 
of german and austrian officials, including the murder of erich schul-
tze, the chief of the general governorate’s intelligence section in War-
saw in october 1918. on the same month, the poW orchestrated a 
series of coordinated murders of german informants and gendarmerie 
in an action known as the “bloody Wednesday” (krwawa środa).28 

in contrast to the poles, the domestic underground activity of the 
finnish jäger movement, much like the front-line service of the bat-
talion, depended mainly on the german desires and war goals. this 
illustrated the greater dependency of the finnish separatist activists 
from germany, although the leaders of the movement were also able 
to convince the germans that wider sabotage operations in finland 
would risk alienating the general populace. since the grand-Duchy of 
finland had enjoyed a continuous autonomy and a constitutional po-
sition within the empire, the jägers were also operating in a position 
where they had to challenge the legitimate domestic authorities. inter-
estingly enough, for the polish poW, the underground activity gained 
prominence when it was directed against their former german and 
austrian patrons. at this stage of the war, the dissolution of the pol-
ish Legions also made the poW the one organization which sustained 
the continuation of the Legionary movement. Whereas for the finnish 
jägers, the sabotage activity was a result of their collaboration with the  
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germans, the polish independence activists utilized underground tac-
tics independently as a traditional form of warfare, also in the eventual 
resistance against their old allies.

Wars of Liberation, Wars of suppression

for the independence movements of the western borderlands of 
the russian empire, the sudden overthrow of the tsar and the revolu-
tion in march 1917 marked the fulfillment of their expectations. the 
realization of their ultimate goals remained, however, still far away 
in the horizon, as the central powers tightened their grip on eastern  
europe. at the same time, on the verge of national independence, the 
loyalties and the goals of the populace became even more divided.

the plurality of the polish national aspirations was particularly 
evident. no less than four political entities sought to represent the 
polish cause, each with their own military force. the old galician-
based supreme national committee (Naczelny Komitet Narodowy), 
which had directed the Legionary movement, was replaced by the 
new german-appointed regency council in Warsaw, which remained 
subservient to the central powers. the armed forces of the kingdom 
of poland, pejoratively known as Polnische Wehrmacht, consisted of 
former Legionaries who were pressed to german service. meanwhile, 
the activist-founded and Warsaw-based central national committee 
(Centralny Komitet Narodowy) had established links with piłsudski 
and backed the underground struggle of the poW against the central 
powers. over in petrograd, the russian revolution prompted the 
local poles to organize their own supreme polish military committee 
(Naczelny Polski Komitet Wojskowy), which raised three polish 
army corps in the east. finally, roman Dmowski’s polish national 
committee (Komitet Narodowy Polski) enjoyed the recognition of the 
Western allies in paris. Dmowski’s committee participated in the 
creation of the “blue army”, a military formation consisting of polish 
émigrés and former prisoners-of-war, and commanded by another 
former Legionary, general józef Haller, who had managed to escape 
to france via russia.29

the russian revolution, the imprisonment of piłsudski by the 
germans and the entry of the united states into the war, with presi-
dent Wilson’s promises of free and independent poland, had signifi-
cantly changed the strategic position of the polish nation. the earlier 
collaboration with the central powers, from which piłsudski had tried 
to distance himself, now became a political liability, whereas coopera-
tion with the new democratic russia and the entente seemed essential 
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for the future of poland. However, the polish émigré and underground 
politics were characterized by an internecine rivalry and conflict be-
tween the various national committees. furthermore, as long as the 
core territories of poland remained under german occupation and 
polish military units were still serving in conjunction with the cen-
tral powers, the risk of fratricidal confrontation within the polish na-
tion was very real. simultaneously, the increasing chaos in the eastern 
front placed the polish formations in a precarious situation, where 
they encountered enemies everywhere. in july 1917, polish lancers 
serving in the russian army fought a battle at krechowce in Western 
ukraine, first against armed russian deserters marauding the country-
side, and after that against the advancing germans.30

for the finnish jäger battalion, the russian revolution marked a 
moment of triumph and anticlimax. the jäger movement was finally, 
for the first time, openly endorsed by domestic politicians, as oskari 
tokoi, the chairman of the newly-elected social democratic finnish 
senate, extended a formal recognition to the efforts of the jägers. the 
men wanted to return home, and insisted on germans to fulfill their 
promises, but since the hostilities between germany and russia were 
still going on, the repatriation of the jägers remained problematic. the 
battalion ended up spending the spring and summer in the town of 
Libau (Liepāja). in spite of the intensive training, the prolonged stay 
in the Latvian port had a demoralizing effect on the battalion, with 
many of the men involved in black market and spending their cash on 
alcohol or in bordellos. simultaneously, political discontent manifested 
itself once again, and an actual Soldatenrat was founded within the 
battalion, with the goal of establishing closer communication with the 
homeland.31

While finland was still formally under the authority of the russian 
provisional government and remained garrisoned by substantial rus-
sian military forces, the question of independence remained as topical 
as ever. the political activity on behalf of finnish independence be-
came focused on the revived activist committee (Aktionskommittén) 
and more increasingly on the military committee (Militärkommittén), 
originally founded by the officers of the old finnish cadet school in 
1915. after the dissolution of tokoi’s social democratic senate by the 
russian provisional government and new elections in the autumn of 
1917, the military committee established contacts with the new non-
socialist finnish senate, and assumed responsibility over the newly-es-
tablished civil guards. starting from the autumn of 1917, the military 
committee began to organize the repatriation of the first jägers, in 
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cooperation with germany. the first small vorkommando of finnish 
jägers was given the task of training the finnish civil guardsmen.32

the dissolution of the finnish parliament by kerensky, with the 
tacit approval of finnish bourgeois politicians, marked a fatal polariza-
tion in the finnish domestic politics. the social democratic defeat in 
the subsequent october elections increased the bitterness of the labour 
movement, and the bolshevik revolution in petrograd added a new 
radicalizing element in the mixture. regarding the civil guards as a 
force of the bourgeois government against the working class, the finn-
ish trade union federation endorsed the founding of Labour guards 
to maintain order during strikes. by january, the polarization had es-
calated to an outright civil War, as the Helsinki red guard had carried 
out a coup d’état, the socialists had set up a people’s government and 
the bourgeois senate had relocated to the town of Vaasa. under the 
circumstances, the senate forces – the finnish White army – needed 
experienced cadres, and the one military formation that was available 
was the jäger battalion. With the vorkommando already repatriated, 
the first task of the jägers was to disarm the remaining unruly russian 
garrisons in ostrobothnia.33

the main task of the jägers was the civil War against the red 
finnish revolutionaries. instead of leading a popular finnish uprising 
against the tsarist russia, as originally envisioned, the jägers were thus 
called to arms against their own countrymen. a significant minority 
of the jägers actually had to be left behind in germany, either on their 
own accord or because they were considered politically unreliable and 
harbouring socialist sympathies.34 the main body of the battalion re-
turned to finland in february 1918, and the newly-promoted jäger 
officers and ncos formed the backbone of the finnish government 
forces in the suppression of the domestic socialist revolution. after 
the brief sympathy which the social democrats had shown towards the 
jäger movement, the red revolution was regarded by most jägers as a 
traitorous dolchstoß which should be dealt with a vengeance. the fact 
that the jägers had to do the dirty work on behalf of old-school finn-
ish politicians who had initially regarded the movement as a political 
liability nonetheless aroused bitterness. submitting to the authority 
of general mannerheim, a former tsarist officer, also generated fric-
tion.35 by may 1918, the White finnish forces, with the jäger-trained 
conscript regiments and civil guardsmen as their vanguard, had won 
the civil War. the conquest of Helsinki by rüdiger von der goltz’s 
german troops placed the independent finland firmly on the german 
orbit until the end of World War i.
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for the poles, in contrast, the year 1918 marked the final break 
from the grip of the central powers. after the treaty of brest-Litovsk, 
the former Legionaries who were serving as auxiliaries in the austro-
Hungarian army mutinied and smashed through the front at rarańcza 
(redkovtsy) near the border of bukovina. the Legionaries attempted 
to establish contact with the second polish corps in russia, which was 
now, after the bolshevik revolution, an army without a state. the dar-
ing attempt to create a unified polish force ended in may 1918, as the 
germans defeated the corps in the battle of kaniów (kaniv).36 the 
time of the central powers was nonetheless already up, as mutinies 
broke out in german and austro-Hungarian forces in the autumn. by 
october, the german occupation authorities handed all power to the 
polish regency council, and the final blow was dealt on 11 november, 
when the poW disarmed the remaining german soldiers in Warsaw 
and other cities at one stroke.37 piłsudski, who had been released by 
the germans three days before, was appointed commander-in-chief 
in the independent state of poland.

the liberation did not mean that peace was imminent. Whereas 
the finnish jägers had suppressed a homegrown political uprising, 
the former polish Legionaries faced the prospect of ethnic conflict. 
the collapse of the multi-national dynastic empires marked inevi-
table wars of succession between the rivaling national independence 
movements in eastern central europe. the poles were soon at odds 
with the ukrainian forces, which had also cooperated with the central  
powers during the war. the ukrainian national movement in the for-
mer kingdom of galicia had followed the polish example and raised 
a voluntary Legion of ukrainian sich riflemen for the austro-Hun-
garian army. after the war, the riflemen formed the core of the armed 
forces in the new West ukrainian people’s republic.38 the hostilities 
between the newly-independent polish and West ukrainian states 
began almost immediately, since both states considered the city of 
Lwów/Lviv, the capital of galicia, as their national territory. for the 
poles, the city was one of the cultural centres of the old kingdom of 
poland, with half of the population polish-speaking and catholic. for 
the ukrainians, the city was the cradle of their own national move-
ment and an equally important cultural centre. in november 1918, the 
West ukrainian forces were routed by the polish forces of Lieu tenant 
colonel michał karaszewicz-tokarzewski, a veteran of the Legions 
and the poW, but the ukrainian siege over the city continued.39

the battles between the polish and ukrainian forces were fought 
mostly between paramilitary formations. in the struggle over Lwów, the 
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volunteers sometimes consisted of teenagers, the so-called “eaglets”.40 
just like the finnish jägers provided the finnish White army with an 
experienced cadre of veteran soldiers, men who had gained experience 
in the Legions, the poW, Haller’s blue army or other such volunteer 
formations were the nucleus around which the nascent polish army 
was assembled. the poles continued to battle against the nationalist 
ukrainian forces of the galician-based West ukrainian people’s re-
public and the kiev-based ukrainian people’s republic until 1919. the 
bitter, drawn-out ethnic conflict effectively played in the hands of the 
bolshevik forces which were simultaneously competing for power in 
eastern ukraine, and also poisoned the polish and West ukrainian 
relations for a long time during the inter-war era.41

for the finnish jägers, who had fought against their own country-
men in the civil War, the neighbouring national movements were not 
rivals, but instead allies. from november 1918, at the same time when 
the war between poles and ukrainians flared up, the newly-indepen-
dent estonia became a target of bolshevik russian offensive. the plight 
of the small sister nation inspired a volunteer movement in finland, 
and jäger veterans such as bror erkki Hannula played an important 
role in the organization and leadership of the privately-funded finnish 
expedition to estonia. by january 1919, the estonian army, reinforced 
with four thousand finnish volunteers, had halted the bolshevik ad-
vance and organized a successful counteroffensive on the narva front, 
securing the independent existence of estonia.42 the “tribal wars” on 
behalf of the kindred nations in estonia, ingria and east karelia be-
came the culmination of the finnish national independence move-
ment, signifying belief in the capability of the finnish nation to win 
not only sovereign existence, but also national greatness in the historic 
struggle against the bolshevik russia.

although piłsudski had initially reacted favourably to the rus-
sian october revolution due to the bolshevik willingness to recognize  
polish independence, the collision between poland and soviet russia 
soon became unavoidable. Whereas finland had provided military sup-
port to estonia, the polish forces now gave assistance to the republic of 
Latvia in the conquest of Dunaburg (Daugavpils) from the bolsheviks. 
the outbreak of the polish-soviet War in 1919 marked the height of 
the revolutionary campaigns, as the initial polish advance to kiev was 
met with the bolshevik offensive to the gates of Warsaw and the polish 
victory in the “miracle of Vistula”. the war decided the fate of eastern 
central europe for the inter-war era, and completed the amalgamation 
of the colourful polish paramilitary and volunteer forces into a genu-
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ine national army. men such as kazimierz sosnkowski and Władysław 
sikorski, who had begun their career in the union of active struggle, 
Legionary movement and the poW, emerged once again as piłsudski’s 
closest confidents and the most successful polish commanders.43

Wartime involved atrocities, which were linked to the chaotic na-
ture of the revolutionary conflicts and the politicized background of 
the volunteer forces. for the finnish jägers, the mass executions of 
russian soldiers and civilians at the ramparts of Viipuri (Vyborg) on 
may Day 1918 were the ultimate irrational outburst of all the aggres-
sion, paranoia and ethnic hatred that had mounted up during the un-
derground years and the overseas service in exile.44 massacres were the 
reality of war even more in the central east european borderlands. 
the conquest of Lwów by the polish forces in 1918 was followed by 
murders and looting committed by unruly polish soldiers against the 
local ukrainian and jewish population. the events of polish-soviet 
War were equally savage. the execution of a group of local jewish 
citizens on the grounds of suspected bolshevik sympathies in pińsk in 
march 1919, ordered by major aleksander jerzy narbut-Łuczyński, a 
veteran of the Legions, sparked an international investigation.45

the endgame of the great War and the post-war revolutions turned 
the finnish and polish volunteer movements into genuine national 
military forces. in both cases, the ultimate liberation of the homeland 
had not played out quite in the manner which the activists had envi-
sioned in 1914. the finnish jägers had ended up fighting a civil War 
against domestic socialist revolutionaries, whereas the polish Legion-
aries had suppressed the independence of their West ukrainian sister 
nation. both countries had nonetheless also provided military support 
to the neighbouring states, as a continuation of their own indepen-
dence struggle, and they had dealt with the threat of soviet russia. 
Volunteer formations which had begun their story in the underground 
politics and collaboration with the enemy had thus won their battle, 
and become military establishments in the new, independent nation-
states. for most parts, the finnish jägers and polish Legionaries ended 
up as beneficiaries of the great War. they had risked a lot, and their 
rewards were high. for other volunteer forces, such as the ukrainian 
sich riflemen, a similar gamble did not bring victory.

mYtH, poWer anD tHe nation; VoLunteers in  
inter-War cuLture anD poLitics

the story of finnish jägers and polish Legionaries provided per-
fect material for national mythology in both newly-independent states 
during the inter-war era. piłsudski, who had an eye for symbolism, had 
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deliberately tried to establish the Legions as the foundation myth for 
the resurrected poland. the Legions relied also on evocative historical 
continuity, as they were specifically modelled after the polish Legions 
of the napoleonic era.46 music played an essential role in the myth-
making and the celebration of the volunteers, who had triumphed in 
adversity. tadeusz biernacki’s march song of the Legions My, Pierwsza 
Brygada (“We are the first brigade”) became the official anthem of the 
polish armed forces, whereas in finland, the same niche was filled by 
Jääkärinmarssi (“jäger’s march”), composed by no less a person than 
jean sibelius himself.

poetry and literature were even more important to the inter-war 
mythos of the volunteers, which often took the form of a heroic cult of 
masculinity. the volunteers themselves contributed to this discourse. 
military educator and publicist Heikki nurmio, who had written the 
lyrics of Jääkärinmarssi and served as a hilfsgruppenführer in the finn-
ish jäger battalion, became known for his poems which extolled the 
image of youthful, passionate and self-sacrificing jäger warrior. nur-
mio’s poem Nuori jääkäri (“Young jäger”) recalled the figure of a mor-
tally wounded youth lying on the stretcher, and was dedicated to jäger 
ensign ahti karppinen, who had died in the battle of Viipuri against 
the reds in the civil War of 1918.47 another comparable talent was 
sam sihvo, whose musical play Jääkärin morsian (“jäger’s bride”) be-
came a hit among the finnish audience, and was filmatized two times 
during the inter-war era.48

the polish Legions had their own fair share of warrior-poets and 
chroniclers. some of the men who had answered piłsudski’s call to 
arms, such as philosopher and science fiction author jerzy Żulawski, 
were accomplished writers already before the war. others, such as 
józef mączka, who served in the Legions and the poW and authored 
the patriotic poetry collection Starym Szlakiem (“on the old path”), 
found inspiration from the atmosphere of the front. both men had 
tragic fates and perished from diseases during the war. an interest-
ing case was juliusz kaden-bandrowski, who had served as piłsudski’s 
aide and, as a member of the poetry group Skamander, represented 
somewhat more experimental literature during the inter-war era. 
kaden-bandrowski wrote a series of eyewitness accounts of his war-
time service, and also the allegorical novel Generał Barcz, a portrait of 
a military strongman reminiscent of piłsudski’s image. He remained a 
loyal supporter of piłsudski all through the inter-war era.49

commemoration, myth-building and popular culture underlined 
the position of power which the leading veterans of the finnish jäger 
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battalion and the polish Legions now enjoyed as the new national 
military elite in their respective countries. many of the finnish jäger 
officers continued their studies particularly in french military schools, 
seeking to upgrade their own military education while building the 
finnish armed forces. aarne sihvo, who had commanded the White 
forces on the karelian front and reached the rank of colonel, contin-
ued his military studies in École Spéciale Militaire in saint-cyr and also 
in Scuola di Guerra in rome. sihvo pioneered the introduction of ar-
moured vehicles in the finnish army, after the french example.50 a fair 
number of polish officers also studied in french military academies, 
which were natural destinations due to the historical polish-french 
connections and the inter-war alliance between paris and Warsaw.

for the volunteers, gaining hegemony over the national military es-
tablishment sometimes necessitated a purge of potential rivals. for the 
finnish jägers, the main target was those finnish officers who had held 
high positions in the old tsarist russian army, and served as staff of-
ficers during the civil War. starting from june 1924, the finnish army 
was subjected to a concerted policy of internal transfers, while former 
russian-trained officers were increasingly pressured to resign. simul-
taneously, freshly-promoted jäger officers were appointed as divisional 
commanders. the purge was hailed as the fulfilment of patriotic and 
national values within the military.51 Whereas the finnish jägers were 
able to exercise political pressure in a democratic country, the polish 
army experienced an even harsher change-over after marshal piłsudski’s 
coup d’état in may 1926. under the new regime, former high-ranking 
officers of the regular austro-Hungarian army such as tadeusz rozwa-
dowski and stanisław Haller were discharged and imprisoned. Whereas 
the finnish jägers had collectively organized the discharge of their  
rivals, the comparable officers’ purge in poland was the work of one man. 
the measures extended even to those Legionaries who had opposed 
piłsudski’s coup. in the following years, piłsudski installed unquestion-
ably reliable men such as edward rydz-Śmigły and other old confidents 
from the Legions and the poW in the leading positions in the army.52

besides building distinguished careers in the military, former 
volun teers of World War i rose to positions of political power both in 
poland and finland. general Władysław sikorski, a former legionary, 
held various government offices in the 1920s, and also served as the 
prime minister of poland in 1922–1923. of the finnish jägers, aarne 
sihvo established his moderate centre-right credentials by serving as a 
member of parliament for the progressive party already in 1919–1920. 
the careers of sikorski and sihvo had some similarities, since both 
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were known as champions of democracy. sikorski supported the par-
liamentary rule in the turbulent 1920s and resisted the eventual coup 
by his former commander piłsudski, which led to his dismissal from 
active service. as a commander of the finnish armed forces, sihvo op-
posed the extreme right-wing Lapua movement and its infiltration of 
the civil guard, and played a key role in the suppression of the abor-
tive right-wing rebellion in mäntsälä in 1932. sihvo’s actions contrib-
uted to the preservation of the legitimate government, but he was also 
forced to resign as a result of a whispering campaign.53

political polarization during the inter-war era had an impact on the 
volunteers, whose background in nationalist organizations and wartime 
experience often made them susceptible to radicalization. the polish 
Legionaries and the activists of the poW, who were disappointed by 
piłsudski’s dismissal after the polish-soviet War, had continued their 
clandestine activity in the early years of the independence. the net-
work which the men had established within the armed forces was in-
strumental in the may Coup of 1926, which brought piłsudski back to 
power and established the authoritarian Sanacja regime.54 Likewise, a 
number of finnish jägers were involved in the right-wing extremism 
in the early 1930s, most notably major general kurt martti Wallenius, 
who was involved in the 1930 kidnapping of president ståhlberg. Wal-
lenius and his colleagues saw the far-right Lapua movement as a ne-
cessary battle against socialist influence, and thus as a continuation of 
the task which had been left unfinished in the civil War. 55 piłsudski’s 
coup, in contrast, was based on the support of organized labour and 
socialist support, but otherwise the goal was the same: the restoration 
of strong government in the name of “national health”.

the reasons why finland avoided a similar political development 
which took place in poland and retained her inter-war democracy are 
complicated. in spite of the legacy of civil War, the country had a long 
tradition of constitutional rule. the authority of president svinhufvud, 
a staunch legitimist, as well as the actions of aarne sihvo and other 
jäger officers who were adamantly loyal to the government were de-
cisive during the mäntsälä revolt of 1932. Whereas men such as Wal-
lenius saw the coup attempt as a continuation of their battle for “White 
finland”, sihvo and many others found it unthinkable to condone a 
mutiny against the legitimate government which they had defended 
in the civil War. even in poland, the high-ranking veterans of the Le-
gions were split in their loyalties, and distinguished staff officers such 
as Władysław sikorski and stanisław szeptycki opposed the may Coup 
and the subsequent authoritarian rule. nonetheless, the authority of 
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piłsudski and the personality cult which surrounded him proved a 
strong unifying force, which rallied the majority of former Legionaries 
and poW activists behind the coup and his regime.

on the margins of the Legionary and jäger movements, there were 
people who once again ended up as political fugitives, and became 
involved with the soviet union. some of those finnish jägers who had 
been left behind in germany in 1918 opted to collaborate with the 
communists, and were able to recruit a few rank-and-file jägers who 
regretted their service in the White forces. twenty-two of these “red 
jägers” defected to the ussr; some returned, but most eventually pe-
rished in stalin’s purges.56 a few of the polish Legionaries also became 
soviet accomplices. a high-ranking example was general michał 
rola-Żymierski, an old veteran of the Legions and the polish-soviet 
war, who opposed piłsudski’s coup and was subsequently charged with 
embezzlement and discharged from the army. Żymierski was promptly 
recruited by the nkVD and became a secret member of the polish 
communist party.57

politics and power struggles remained distant matters to the great 
majority of the rank-and-file volunteers who tried to carry on with 
their ordinary civilian lives in the inter-war era. some of the more 
unfortunate veterans carried the memory of their wartime service for 
the rest of their lives, suffering from physical injuries or mental disor-
ders caused by the war. some were simply unable to make their ends 
meet in times of peace, and veterans’ organizations in both poland and 
finland sought to alleviate the condition of these more hapless old 
soldiers in the name of solidarity and camaraderie. the jäger League 
(Jääkäriliitto) commenced its social activism in the early 1930s, at the 
same time when the extreme right-wing activism was defeated in the 
mänt sälä rebellion. the protracted campaign on behalf of veteran as-
sistance culminated in 1937, when the finnish government made an af-
firmative decision on pensions for the veterans of the jäger battalion.58 

the polish World War i veterans, who had a very diverse back-
ground, were involved in social activism and international pacifist 
movement in the early 1920s, but after piłsudski’s coup, these trends 
were gradually reversed. the union of polish Legionaries (Związek 
Legionistów Polskich) and the pro-piłsudski “polish federation of the 
Defenders of fatherland” (Federacja Polskich Zwiazkow Obroncow 
Ojczyzny), also dominated by former Legionaries, began to shape 
the veteran activism according to the goals and the ideology of the 
radicalized freedom fighters. by the end of the 1930s, peaceful social 
work had become secondary to aggressive nationalistic rhetoric, which 
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began to move to the forefront even in the journals of war invalids.59 
thus, whereas in finland, the failure of political radicalism contrib-
uted to conciliatory social radicalism among the volunteers, the pro-
cess in poland was more or less the opposite.

cHanging fortunes: tHe LegacY of tHe oLD 
VoLunteers in tHe aftermatH of tHe WorLD Wars

When World War ii broke out, the former veteran volunteers of 
World War i still had a solid foothold in the officer corps both in fin-
land and poland. although younger finnish cadet officers had begun 
to rise to the highest positions of command, well over seven hundred 
jäger officers still served in the Winter War against the ussr in 1939–
1940. at the outbreak of the continuation War in 1941, all but two 
finnish division commanders were jäger officers. the legacy of the 
jägers was deliberately invoked during the finnish alliance with ger-
many during 1941–1944, and the wartime recruitment to the Waffen-ss 
in particular was presented as a continuation of the jäger movement.60

With the occupation of poland by the ussr and the third reich 
in 1939, the polish officers once again had to resort to underground 
resistance similar to what the poW had practised during World War i. 
the first two leaders of the resistance movement, michał karaszewicz-
tokarzewski and stefan grot-rowecki, as well as the first successful 
partisan commander Henryk “Hubal” Dobrzański, had all served in 
the Legions. Veterans of the Legions also exercised political leader-
ship, as Władysław sikorski assumed control over the government-in- 
exile, while kazimierz sosnkowski was entrusted with the coordination 
of the polish Home army (Armia Krajowa). several old Legionaries 
fought and died in the Warsaw rising against the german occupation 
in 1944. the last commander of the Home army was general Lupold 
okulicki, who had begun his military career in the polish Legions at 
the age of fifteen. arrested by the soviets after the war, okulicki was 
murdered by the nkVD after a show trial.61

most of the high-ranking former Legionaries who had survived the 
war, such as sosnkowski and karaszewicz-tokarzewski, spent the re-
minder of their lives in exile. a few Legionaries had careers still under 
the communist regime. zygmunt berling, another former Legionary 
who had ended up as a soviet prisoner-of-war and became the com-
mander of the polish army in the ussr, held various official posts in 
the people’s republic of poland until 1970. general rola-Żymierski, 
who had cooperated with the soviets already in the inter-war era, was 
nominated marshal of poland by order of stalin, and organized repres-
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sion and arrests of former resistance fighters. Żymierski died in 1989, 
in the same year when the communist rule in poland finally came to 
an end with the victory of the solidarity movement. a number of Le-
gionaries who had remained in poland were active in the democratic 
opposition. antoni pajdak, a veteran of the Legions and the wartime 
resistance, was among the signatories of the “Letter of 59” demand-
ing polish adherence to the constitutional rule and human rights en-
shrined in the Helsinki accords of the csce.62

for finland, World War ii ended in defeat, but the country was 
able to retain her sovereignty and democratic form of government. al-
though a few jäger officers were arrested in the investigations of the 
so-called “weapons cache case” – the unsanctioned post-war hiding of 
army weapons and munitions in preparation for soviet occupation – 
most were able to continue their life with minimal harassment. emi-
gration was minimal, and most jägers remained in their homeland.63 
With the post-war demobilization and downsizing of the army, many 
high-ranking jäger officers were singled out for an early retirement. 
even still, jäger generals served as commanders of the finnish defence 
forces until 1959. aarne sihvo, who held the position once again in 
the post-war years, was active in the pre-emptive mobilization of the 
finnish army when the government was anticipating a communist 
coup in 1948. the last jäger commander in active service was general 
armas-eino martola, who served as the military advisor of the united 
nations secretary general and commanded the un peacekeeping 
forces on cyprus in 1966–1969.64 

the fates of polish Legionaries and finnish jägers mirrored the dif-
ferent fates of the two countries in the new post-war european order. 
already before that, the inter-war era had revealed obvious differences 
in these otherwise very similar groups of old volunteer soldiers. both 
the jägers and the Legionaries had begun as political radicals, for whom 
military service was means to an end, and both formed the new military 
elite in their respective homelands after the independence. the major-
ity of the finnish jägers, however, had to find their place in a constitu-
tional political tradition which had enjoyed a continuous existence in 
spite of the temporary russian suppression, and which was able to re-
tain its stability in spite of the inter-war upheavals. thus, in spite of their 
revolutionary past, the jägers became wardens of legitimacy and order.

the newly-independent poland, however, had to create her own 
political institutions from scratch. as a result, the inter-war politics 
became much more volatile, setting the stage for authoritarian military 
rule. another difference was in the leadership. Due to their greater 
subservience to the german command, none of the finnish jägers was 
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able to emerge as a recognized independent military strongman, and 
their eventual wartime finnish commander-in-chief, marshal manner-
heim, had a completely different background as a conservative aristo-
crat who had served in the russian army. in contrast, the Legions were, 
from the very beginning, dominated by the charismatic figure of józef 
piłsudski, a dedicated revolutionary, who considered the movement 
and its veterans as his political base, and used it as such. it is notewor-
thy that men such as sikorski, who emerged as leaders of opposition, 
also had their background in the Legions. However, it was not until the 
death of piłsudski and the beginning of World War ii when these men 
were able to realize their full role as the leaders of truly democratic 
poland, once again as resistance fighters and underground activists.

the fates of the finnish jägers and polish Legionaries are charac-
teristic of the rich panorama of World War i, and their personalities are 
concrete portrayals of the lasting effect which the war had on europe, 
particularly on those nations which gained their independence as a result 
of the conflict. the volunteers were political radicals, freedom fighters, 
traitors, opportunists, terrorists, poets, champions of democracy, mili-
tary elite, collaborators, activists for social reform, statesmen, and or-
dinary people. the men who served in the finnish jäger battalion and 
the polish Legions came in all sorts, and they ended up in many places.
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pirmais pasaules karš pavēra iespēju dažādām separātistu kustībām tiekties 
pēc nacionālās neatkarības, uzsākot sadarbību ar jebkuru no karojošajām liel-
varām. poļu un somu neatkarības aktīvisti bija gatavi militārajai sadarbībai 
ar centrālajām lielvalstīm cīņā pret krievijas impēriju un šajā nolūkā nelegāli 
mobilizēja brīvprātīgo spēkus. mobilizācijas rezultātā somijā tika izveidots 
27. ķeizariskais prūsijas jēgeru bataljons, bet jozefa pilsudska vadītie poļu 
aktīvisti tajā pašā laikā nokomplektēja brīvprātīgo bataljonus austroungārijas 
armijai. abi formējumi bija saistīti ar pretošanās kustības aktivitātēm, un tiem 
bija raksturīgs politiskais radikālisms. pēc pirmā pasaules kara jēgeri un le-
ģionāri kļuva par nacionālo bruņoto spēku pamatu savās jaunajās, neatkarību 
ieguvušajās valstīs.

Atslēgas vārdi: pirmais pasaules karš, separātisms, brīvprātīgo kustības, poļu 
leģioni, 27. ķeizariskais prūsijas jēgeru bataljons.

kopsavilkums

jauno laiku vēsturē brīvprātīgo iesaistīšanās karā savu augstāko pun-
ktu sasniedza pirmā pasaules kara gados. turklāt globālā konflikta dēļ 
brīvprātīgo pieteikšanās arvien vairāk pārsniedza valstu robežas. pēdējās 
atlikušās daudznacionālās dinastiju impērijas iesauca armijā visus ka-
raklausībai pakļauto iedzīvotāju resursus, un arī dažādas separātistu kus-
tības uzskatīja karu par iespēju tiekties pēc nacionālās neatkarības. gan 
somijā, gan polijā vietējie politiskie aktīvisti, kuri vēlējās iegūt neatkarību 
no krievijas impērijas, bija gatavi sadarbībai militārajā jomā ar centrāla-
jām lielvalstīm un šajā nolūkā sāka nelegāli veidot brīvprātīgo vienības.

somu neatkarības aktīvistu uzsāktās nelegālās kareivju vervēšanas 
rezultātā tika izveidots 27. ķeizariskais prūsijas jēgeru bataljons, somu 
brīvprātīgo vienība vācu bruņoto spēku sastāvā. poļu neatkarības aktīvisti 
jozefa pilsudska vadībā nokomplektēja brīvprātīgo leģionus, kuri iekļāvās 
austroungārijas armijas sastāvā. šiem brīvprātīgajiem formējumiem arī 
bija raksturīgs politiskais radikālisms, un, atrazdamies frontes priekšējās 
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līnijās, tie vienlaikus veica arī sabotāžas aktus un darbojās pagrīdes pre-
tošanās kustībā.

karam turpinoties, nesaskaņas somu un poļu attiecībās ar Vāciju 
kļuva acīmredzamas. pēc tā dēvētās zvēresta krīzes poļu leģionāri sekoja 
pilsudska paraugam un atteicās pakļauties sava bijušā labdara ietekmei. 
Lai gan protesti 27. ķeizariskajā prūsijas jēgeru bataljonā nebija nekas 
jauns, visā visumā somu jēgeru vadība atzina par labāku uzspiest saviem 
padotajiem vācu varu. somu jēgeru atgriešanās dzimtenē ievirzīja neat-
karību nule ieguvušo somiju vācu ietekmes sfērā, turpretī polijā bijušie 
leģionāri un pagrīdes poļu militārā organizācija (POW) atklāti pretojās 
vācu okupācijai.

pirmā pasaules kara beigu posmā gan jēgeri, gan leģionāri tika iesais-
tīti militārās operācijās, kuras tie nebija paredzējuši un kuras nebija tieši 
saistītas ar viņu sākotnējo nacionālās neatkarības iegūšanas mērķi. somijā 
jēgeriem bija jāapspiež vietējo sociālistu revolūcija, bet polijā leģionāriem 
vajadzēja cīnīties pret ukraiņu nacionālajiem centieniem, jo arī ukraiņi 
bija cerējuši iegūt neatkarību, izveidojot brīvprātīgo strēlnieku vienības 
austroungārijai. politiskie un etniskie konflikti izcēlās ar nežēlību un zvē-
risku vardarbību. 

starpkaru periodā jēgeri un leģionāri kļuva par nacionālo bruņoto 
spēku pamatu savās jaunajās, neatkarību ieguvušajās valstīs, un viņu stāsti 
pārtapa nacionālajā mitoloģijā. gan polijā, gan somijā bijušos brīvprātī-
gos varēja sastapt ekstrēmistiskās, autoritatīvās kustībās, bet tiklab arī de-
mokrātiskās opozīcijas spēku sastāvā. bijušie leģionāri galu galā kļuva par 
atbalsta bāzi pilsudska valsts apvērsumam 1926. gadā, kas iezīmēja auto-
ritārās varas sākumu polijā. turpretī somija palika demokrātiska valsts, 
galvenokārt tāpēc, ka lielākā daļa jēgeru augstāko virsnieku starpkaru 
apvērsumu laikā atbalstīja likumīgo valdību. jēgeru un leģionāru karjera 
bija ilga un atsevišķi veterāni turpināja darboties politikā arī laikposmā 
pēc otrā pasaules kara. 

iesniegts 27.07.2014.
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